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Chapter 11 (Unit 2) STUDY GUIDE 
1. The relationship s = d/t can be used to calculate speed, ____ or time. 

2. Acceleration occurs when velocity ____ 

3. Acceleration is calculated by dividing change in ___ by total time 

4. The distance traveled by an object divided by the time it takes to travel 

that distance is called ____ 

5. In order to determine speed, you must know ____ 

6. What is the speed of an object at rest? 

7. The difference between speed and velocity is that velocity includes __ 

8. An airplane is flying at 635 km per hour at an altitude of 35 000 m. It is 

currently over Kansas and is approximately 16 minutes ahead of its 

scheduled arrival time. What is its velocity? 

 

9. Which of the following does not indicate velocity? 

        a) 14 m/s SSE 

        b) 40 km/h toward the town square along the main street 

        c) 80 km/h going from New York toward New Jersey 

        d) 28 km from Los Angeles to Catalina Island 

10. Whenever an object is standing still, the value(s) that is/are always zero 

is/are ___ 

11. Acceleration is defined as the change in velocity divided by ___ 

12. On a velocity-time graph, a line with a negative slope indicates that the 

object is ___ 

13. If you ride your bicycle down a straight road for 500 m then turn 

around and ride back, your distance is ____ your displacement is ___. 

14. Motion is a change in ____. 

15. The speed you read on a speedometer is ____. 

16. A merry-go-round horse moves at a constant speed but at a changing 

____. 

17. The equation used to find acceleration is a = ____. 

18. Velocity describes both speed and ___ 

19. Because the speed of an object can change from one instant to the next, 

dividing the distance covered by the time of travel gives ___ 

20. ___ is a measure of how far an object has moved. 

21. An object changing its speed from 10 m/s to 3 m/s is undergoing ___ 

acceleration 

22. In the equation a = (Vf  – Vi)/t,   Vf stands for __ 

23. Explain why a cyclist accelerates when turning a corner even if her 

speed doesn’t change. 

24. During a race, a sprinter increases from 5.0 m/s to 7.5 m/s over a period 

of 1.25 s. What is the sprinter’s average acceleration during this period? 

 

25. A truck travels to and from a stone quarry that is located 2.5 km to the 

east. What is its distance? What is its displacement? 

 

26. An inline skater is skating around a parking lot. Can she have constant 

speed and a changing velocity? Changing speed and constant velocity? 

Explain your answers. 

 



27. Two cars are traveling along the same road at the same speed but at 

different velocities. Explain. 

28. A car has an acceleration of –5 m/s2. Describe the car’s motion. 

29. A cross-country runner runs 10 km in 40 minutes. What is his average 

speed? 

30. A high speed train travels with an average speed of 227 km/h. The train 

travels for 2 h. How far does the train travel? 

 

31. Is the momentum of a 5,000-kg truck that is standing still is greater 

than the momentum of a 3,000-kg truck that is also at rest? 

 

Object Mass Velocity Momentum 

1 10 kg 25 m/s A. 

2 B. 25 m/s 300 kg × m/s 

3 25 kg C. 300 kg × m/s 

4 D. 25 m/s 300 kg × m/s 

32. Complete Table 3-1 by calculating the missing values. 

33. A 10-kg wagon has a speed of 25 m/s. What is its momentum? 

 

34. In the equation p = m × v, the p represents ____. 

35. A real car moving at 10 km/h has more momentum than a toy car 

moving at the same speed because the real car ____. 

36. A 10.0 kg dog chasing a rabbit north at 6.0 m/s has a momentum of ___ 

 

37. Which has greater momentum, a small pick-up truck traveling at 55 

km/h or a full-sized bus traveling at the same speed? 

38. A large truck loaded with scrap steel weighs 14 metric tons and is 

traveling north on the interstate heading for Chicago. It has been 

averaging 48 hm/h for the journey and has traveled over 1450 km so 

far. It has just stopped to refuel. What is its current momentum? 

 

39. Mass times velocity equals __ 

 
40. Which object(s) is(are) at rest? 

41. Which object(s) is(are) accelerating? 

42. Which object is traveling fastest? 

43. Which moving object is traveling slowest? 

44. Which object(s) is(are) moving in the same direction as object B? 

 

 

 

 

45. A horizontal line means . 

46. A straight diagonal line means. 

47. A gradually sloped line means . 

48. A steeply sloped line means 


